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Convener welcomed guests and attendees 

 

 

Presentation by Dr McLoughlin 

Dr Kevin McLoughlin has been working as Principle Curator in East and 

Central Asia department in National Museum of Scotland for many 

years. Today, he shared his experience of collaboration with National 

Palace Museum, Taipei, in his presentation titled ‘the loan of an oracle 

bone to the National Palace Museum, Taipei’. 

https://www.facebook.com/may.livsey?fref=pb&hc_location=profile_browser


 

Dr McLoughlin gave a brief introduction of the nature of the object, the 

oracle bone, and its historical backdrop. He focused on the historical 

significance of oracle bone to our understanding of the late Shang 

dynasty in China and particularly the history about Lady Fu Hao, a 

consort of the late Shang King Wu Ding, led a force of 3000 men against 

an enemy force. Furthermore, Dr McLoughlin shares his pleasant 

experience of working with experts from Taiwan. 

 

In the Q&A section, members asked about the existing research on 

oracle bone and the mutual collaboration between Taiwan and Scotland 

in the future. From his experience, Dr McLoughlin said that he is looking 

forward to more collaboration between two sides if the issue of law 

restriction on preservation and protection of historical objects can be 

solved. In terms of existing research, he admits that few existing 

researchers pay attention to oracle bones and encourage more scholars 

and students would join this field. 

 

Following Dr McLoughlin’s presentation and the conclusion of the Q&A 

the meeting ended. 

 

 


